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The challenge in protein structure prediction using homology modeling is the
lack of reliable methods to refine the low resolution homology models. All-
atom molecular dynamics (MD) does not serve well for structure refinement
due to its limited conformational search. We have developed and tested the
constrained MD method, based on the Generalized Newton-Euler Inverse
Mass Operator (GNEIMO) algorithm for protein structure refinement. In this
method the high frequency degrees of freedom are placed as hard holonomic
constraints and a protein is modeled as a collection of rigid body clusters con-
nected by flexible hinges that are torsions. This allows larger integration time
step and enhances the conformational search space. In this work, we have dem-
onstrated the use of GNEIMOmethod for protein structure refinement using no
constraints, starting from low-resolution decoy set derived from homology
methods. In the eight proteins with three decoys for each, we observed an
improvement of ~2 A˚ in the RMSD to the known experimental structures of
these proteins. The GNEIMO method also showed enrichment in the popula-
tion density of native-like conformations. In addition, we demonstrated struc-
tural refinement using the ‘‘Freeze and Thaw’’ clustering scheme in the
GNEIMO framework as a viable tool for enhancing localized conformational
search. We have derived a robust protocol, based on the GNEIMO replica
exchange method, for protein structure refinement that can be readily extended
for other proteins and possibly used for high throughput protein structure
refinement.
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Entropy plays an important role in protein folding and binding, but is difficult
to evaluate; consequently its contribution to free energy is often neglected or
locally approximated. We propose a novel method for calculating the change
in free energy upon binding using coarse-grained models of proteins by com-
bining multi-body potentials with entropies calculated from elastic network
models (ENMs). Multi-body energy potentials have been developed to account
for the cooperativity in globular protein structures by an improved accounting
of three dimensional interactions and residue packing. From ENM, mean
square fluctuations (MSF) can be calculated using collective contributions
from the entire structure. MSF are related to entropy because they represent
the conformational states accessible in the native ensemble. Energies evaluated
from coarse-grained multi-body potentials combined with MSF-based entro-
pies improves selection of CASP9 targets, where each target has hundreds of
decoys. Because the method shows improvement in decoy selection, we test
its ability to identify native-like poses in protein-protein docking, showing pos-
itive initial results. ClusPro was used to dock pairs of structures, resulting in
11-30 candidate poses for each pair. Our combined method chooses more
native-like poses in nearly all cases. If some constraints about the residues in-
volved in binding is provided to ClusPro, the most native-like pose is often
identified. For a more rigorous test, we generate 2000 poses for select structure
pairs using Zdock again showing significantly better discrimination compared
to results using energy alone. Accounting for the entropic contributions from
the entire structure represents an important step forward in protein structure
evaluation.
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It is well recognized that thermal motions of atoms in the protein native state,
which correspond to fluctuations about the minimum of the global free energy,
are well reproduced by simple Elastic Network Models (ENMs) such as Aniso-
tropic Network Model (ANM). Elastic Network Models are based on the as-
sumption that all nodes of the network (usually represented, according to the
level of coarse graining of the model, by all heavy atoms or by C-alpha atomsonly) that are sufficiently close together, based on a predefined cutoff distance,
are connected by harmonic or more sophisticated springs. These models pro-
vide reliable representation of the fluctuational dynamics of proteins, and indi-
cate the range of various conformational changes in protein structure, e.g. upon
ligand binding. the present paper we analyze the problem of protein structure
refinement by using thermal motions of proteins in nonnative states. We repre-
sent the conformational space close to the native state by a set of decoys
generated by the I-TASSER protein structure prediction server utilizing
template-free modeling. The protein sub-states were represented by decoys se-
lected from the sets generated by I-TASSER by structure clustering. Based on
such selected representatives some dynamical features of nonnative protein
states were analyzed in detail and compared. The main finding is that for
some of such substates space spanned by their thermal motions overlap signif-
icantly with deformation needed to obtain the native state. These findings are
used to evaluate their possible applications for protein tertiary structure predic-
tion from amino acid sequence and for structure refinement of low resolution
models.
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Photoswitchable proteins are powerful tools for external manipulation and
probing of complex biochemical processes. In an effort to create new families
of photoswitchable proteins that undergo novel types of conformational
changes, we designed a circularly permutated PYP (c-PYP) and frame-
shifted PYP (fs-c-PYP) variants of photoactive yellow protein (wt-PYP), a rel-
atively small blue-light sensitive protein from Halorhodospira halophila that
contains a photoactive 4-hydroxycinnamic acid chromophore. The c-PYP
was created by connecting the N- and C-terminal of wt-PYP with a defined
linker polypeptides and introducing new N- and C-termini at G115 and S114
respectively. A fs-c-PYP was created by duplication of a beta-sheet segment
in c-PYP so that it can form an alternate H-bond registry with an existing
beta-sheet. The designed proteins c-PYP and fs-c-PYP are highly soluble and
well folded when overexpressed in E. coli, each undergoes PYP-like photo-
cycle upon exposure to blue light. The thermal relaxation of the protein to
the dark-adapted state after removal of the blue light source varies considerably
between the designed constructs. UV-Vis absorption data indicate that fs-c-
PYP recovers much more slowly than wt-PYP whereas c-PYP recovers more
quickly than wt-PYP. Fluorescence-monitored GdnMHCl denaturation experi-
ments show fs-c-PYP is the least stable and wt-PYP the most stable dark-state
structure, while folding/unfolding of both c-PYP and fs-c-PYP is more cooper-
ative than wt-PYP. This work shows that new classes of photo-controlled
conformational change can be created by altering the backbone topology of
known photoswitchable proteins.
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We demonstrate a rational design for the high Gibbs-free energy conformer
N2 of ubiquitin based on the solution structure of the N2 state of the wild-
type protein, previously characterized by high pressure NMR spectroscopy.
Using a single amino acid replacement method, we created the ubiquitin mu-
tant that would favor the population of N2 conformer. Structure, dynamics
and stability of the N2 state are characterized by 1H, 15N, 13C chemical
shifts, 15N-spin relaxation (1H 600-950 MHz), water-amide proton exchange
(CLEANEX-PM) and residual dipolar coupling experiments. All the NMR in-
vestigations indicate that the ubiquitin mutant represents an open conformer
suitable for enzyme recognition similar to that observed for the N2 state of
the wild type protein, namely swinging out of the a-helix region with a simul-
taneous reorientation of the C-terminal segment. Examinations of functional
activities for the mutant protein indicate that the mutant retains abilities of
the polyubiqutination through the E1-E2-E3 cascade reactions and association
with the ubiquitin interacting motif UIM. Investigation of the mutant protein
of ubiquitin, which is the first model of a stable high-energy state of the pro-
tein N2, is useful for further structural and functional studies of ubiquitin and
ubiquitin-related systems.
